
SABER SAW 

 
A Saber Saw is a portable power 
jigsaw used to cut straight or curved 
lines in wood, plastic, or soft metals.  

KEY RISKS: 

• Electricity 
• Blade not secure 
• Cut table or vice 
• Flying object 
• Slips, Trips and Falls 
• Temperature 

 
 

SAFETY: 

1. Make a cutting mark on the 
material. Guide the saw on the waste 
side of the mark. The mark line 
should be visible after the cut. 

2. Make sure correct blade is secured 
before plugging in or turning on.  

3. Make sure work is well secured 
during cut. Careful not to cut into 
table, vice or clamp when cutting.  

4. Keep a balanced stance when using 
the saber saw. Make sure others 
maintain a distance of three or more 
feet.  

5. Never clear small pieces while the 
blade is moving.  

6. If blade is dull, plastic and metal 
pieces can get hot enough to cause a 
burn.  

7. Never back out of a curve cut while 
the machine is running. Stop the 
blade and lift the saw out of the cut.

 
 
NAME 
               

Preparation 
Cuts marked neatly and accurately               
Object to be cut is wood, plastic, or aluminum (no steel)               
Knows how to stop saw and lay down when blade stops               
Setup 
Tool held firmly and secure footing. Saw held perpendicular 
to surface 

              

Safety goggles and hearing protection on               
Appropriate clothing (no scarves or draping clothes)               
Hair, Jewelry tied back/removed               
Work piece secure in vice, clamp, or jig               
Predetermined plan for sequence of cuts               
Saber saw is plugged in and cord not entangled               
Operation 
Saw up to full speed before cutting               
Relief cuts for curves               
Machine turned off before backing out of cut               
Maintain awareness of safety zone               
Control of on/off switch               
Check cut piece for accuracy                
Sand sharp edges               
Clean Up 
Use dust buster to clean up shavings, debris in trash               
Unplug and put saw away               
Overall 
Safe and competent               
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